What you need to know about:

The Court of Protection

The Court of Protection can make decisions on behalf of a person who lacks capacity to
make their own decisions on a variety of financial and welfare matters. An application to
the Court is complex and our team can support you.
There are many reasons for
making an application to the
Court, including:
• authorising a deputy to
make property and financial
decisions
• selling a property and making
large gifts
• authorising a deputy to make
health and welfare decisions
• deciding where a person
should live and who they can
have contact with
• making a statutory will
• removing an attorney or
deputy who is in breach of
their duties or if they have not
acted in the vulnerable adult’s
best interests

Our experienced lawyers are here
to help you navigate around the
complicated application process and
give you and your family continued
support in this area of law.
Mental Capacity
The Mental Capacity Act 2005 enables
another person (deputy) to make
decisions for those who lack the
capacity to do so themselves.
Losing mental capacity can be a very
confusing and difficult time, not only
for the individual but also for their
family. Loss of capacity can result from
a trauma to the brain or diagnosis
of Alzheimer’s or other conditions
which attack the ability to manage.
Making a Court application in these
circumstances requires compassion
and specialist legal experience, to
ensure that any personal or business
affairs are handled in line with that
person’s best interests.
Deputyship
Following a family member’s loss
of capacity, it might be deemed

necessary to make an application to
the Court of Protection for a deputy
to be appointed to make decisions
on that family member’s behalf.
The Court can appoint one or more
individuals, or a professional, to
deputise in relation to property and
affairs and, in some cases, health and
welfare.
All Court-appointed deputies are
subject to the conditions set out in
their Order. Requirements include
maintaining accounts; keeping a
security bond; and reporting to the
Office of the Public Guardian (OPG)
at least once a year. The OPG has
statutory authority to investigate
a deputy and any deputy who is
found to have behaved in a way that
contravenes this authority or who has
not acted in the person’s best interest
can be held personally liable for the
financial loss arising. The Court can
receive applications to consider the
removal of a deputy under these
circumstances.

Big skies. Big thinking.

What you need to know about:
Applications to the Court of Protection
Best interest decisions
All decisions made on behalf of a
vulnerable person must, of course, be
made in that person’s best interest.
Within the Court order appointing a
deputy, there may be restrictions on
the decisions a deputy is permitted to
make. Having confirmed authority, a
deputy must apply the best interest
checklist when making decisions.
This should as a minimum include
incorporating the vulnerable person’s
feelings and wishes (both past and
present); any relevant circumstances;
and the views of family, friends and
carers.
Health and welfare
In welfare dispute matters, the Court
prefers to make its own decisions
when, for example, it comes to
deciding where a person should
live or prohibiting contact. An
application to appoint a welfare
deputy will only be considered under
complex circumstances, where daily
welfare decisions need to be made.
Consequently, welfare deputies are
rarely appointed by the Court.
Property and financial affairs
These decisions can range from dayto-day transactions such as paying
utility bills to the sale of a property or
carrying on a business. All deputies
must keep receipts and invoices of
any dealings they have and report
promptly to the OPG.

Statutory will
The execution of a will (or a codicil)
can be authorised by the Court on
behalf of a person who lacks capacity.
The application needs to make clear
the reasonsbehind the request as
the Court must be satisfied that the
statutory will is in the best interest of
the person concerned. Providing the
correct evidence in support of this
application is crucial.
Gifting
There is very limited authority granted
to a deputy when making gifts on a
vulnerable person’s behalf. Deputies
are permitted to make gifts on
“customary occasions” to continue their
usual traditions, but for larger, one-off
gifts, an application to the Court for
authority must be made. Likewise,
regular payments to a family member
in respect of care (often referred to as
“gratuitous care payments”), which can
involve complicated calculations, also
need the Court’s authorisation.

The Court of Protection team
Gemma Hopper, a Court of Protection
solicitor, has extensive experience in
making a variety of Court applications.
She has represented the OPG in Court
matters and is fully au fait with Court
rules and procedures.
As our specialist paralegal, Alexandra
Stephenson
is
experienced
in
working with the DWP in claiming the
appropriate benefits, and with local
authorities to review and consider
Continuous Healthcare Funding (CHF).
Alexandra has a full understanding of
the OPG professional standards and
their complex reporting requirements,
which are all carried out to ensure that
decisions made by the deputy are in
the vulnerable adult’s best interests.

Professional Deputy
Due to the complex and difficult
obligations of a deputy, some families
may wish to seek the appointment of
a professional and experienced deputy
to work with them when making the
decisions required under an Order of
the Court. Elizabeth Young, head of
our Private Client team, is a member of
the panel of deputies and is entrusted
with Court referrals.

Why Roythornes?
We have one of the largest Private Client teams in the region and have considerable
expertise in acting for landowners, large scale agriculture businesses and
individuals across the whole country. We take a practical approach with dedicated
teams spanning the full remit of Private Client work to include a specialist Court
of Protection team. Working with some of the country’s best agricultural lawyers
means we are well placed to take a collaborative approach for our clients and
advise on especially complex issues within our specialist sector.
‘Roythornes Solicitors’ “proactive and excellent” team has particular
knowledge advising agribusinesses and landowners. Elizabeth Young heads
the team, which was recently bolstered by the arrival of Sarah Banner.
Jarred Wright is also recommended’ (Legal 500)

Offices:
Nottingham: 0115 948 4555

Peterborough: 01733 558585

Spalding: 01775 842500

Alconbury: 01480 587097

www.roythornes.co.uk

Disclaimer: This is intended to be an outline guide only and nothing within this document constitutes advice. Appropriate professional advice should always be sought in respect of specific facts.

